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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the Society
will be held at 7 pm, Monday 26 March, 2018
Arataki Visitors Centre, Scenic Drive, Titirangi
Agenda
1. Welcome
2. Announcements
3. Apologies
4. Confirmation of Minutes of AGM 2017 & Matters arising
5. Annual Report
6. Financial Report
7. Election of Officers
8. General Business
Address
Sir Bob Harvey: “Green Magic – Films from the West”
Sir Bob is one of Auckland’s great leaders, putting Waitākere
City on the map during his six consecutive terms as Mayor,
the first mayor to do so in over a century, until 2010 when
reforms led to seven territorial authority councils, including
Waitākere City Council, being replaced by the new Auckland
Council.
He was elected Mayor on an environmental platform to
manage growth in the Waitākere Ranges and to make
Waitākere City the first eco-city in New Zealand. His council
was instrumental in the passing of the Heritage Area bill in
2007, which was enacted by Parliament in 2008.
Bob has always been passionate about New Zealand film and
as a movie historian he has a wide knowledge of films made
in the west. He will entertain us with excerpts from some old
and new movies that have made the west famous.

President’s Report
Happy New Year to all our members and friends. 2018
promises to be another busy year for the Society and we are
looking forward to progressing a number of initiatives. To
guide our work program, we have put in place a five-year
strategic plan. Hear more about this at the AGM.
In response to the alarming spread of kauri dieback, a rāhui
(customary ban) was placed on the ranges by mana whenua,
Te Kawerau ā Maki last December. The rāhui has increased
public awareness of the disease and stimulated discussion
around how to save our iconic kauri trees. The media has
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been excellent in communicating the importance of the rāhui,
and we and other conservation groups are working hard to
ensure that the message about track closures is widely
understood and respected. Currently council has closed 44
(out of 145) tracks in the ranges and their aim is to reopen
them once they are upgraded.
Myrtle rust continues to spread. There are currently 249
confirmed sites in New Zealand - of these 217 are on private
land, and there are 36 sites in Auckland. The most commonly
affected plant is ramarama. To date, there are no reports of
the disease in the ranges. For more information, the MPI
website is very informative
https://www.mpi.govt.nz/protection-andresponse/responding/alerts/myrtle-rust.
Katherine Russell, our Heritage Area Coordinator for the past
two years, has taken maternity leave for the next six months
and we look forward to the birth in March of the youngest
member of the Society. We wish Katherine and James all the
very best as they start their new family. We are currently
looking to employ someone else in the role while Katherine
is on leave.
Last year we were successful in our appeal to the High Court
regarding the reinstatement of Prohibited Activity Status in
the ranges that had been removed by Council following the
Unitary Plan hearings. Following the High Court appeal,
Council changed their position to support reinstatement. As a
result, this matter has now been appealed to the Environment
Court by the Strategic Property Advocacy Network. Together
with Council and the appellant, we begin court-assisted
mediation in February.
We were very saddened to hear that Local Board member
Denise Yates passed away in January. Denise was on our
committee for 11 years. She was a close friend and strong
supporter of the Society. Her obituary is included in this
newsletter.
John Edgar ONZM
President

New! WRPS tea-towels for sale
Two designs:
Waitākere Ranges place names, and
a Māori proverb.
See page 7 for images and order instructions

Denise Yates 1940-2018

Kauri Dieback Science:
Frequently Asked Questions
Q1. What is kauri dieback caused by?
A. A microscopic water mould called Phytophthora
agathidicida. It is new to science and lives in the soil
and has two forms. The soil form is in tough spores
called oospores that can survive in dried soil on boots
and equipment for up to 8 years (and counting). It
also has a water borne spore with a tail that can swim
called a zoospore. However this is short lived and is
killed by seawater, but can move through the water
film in the soil up to 3m per year.

Denise was a staunch advocate for the environment, and an
activist for human, worker and gay rights. She was a
Waitākere Ranges Local Board member when she died on
January 23, aged 77. The Huia resident was a fiercely proud
councillor on the Waitākere City Council, to which she was
elected in 2001 after being a community board member. Her
love for the environment was foremost in everything she did
and she proudly supported the Waitākere Ranges Heritage
Area Act and most recently was a strong supporter of the
Waitākere Rāhui.
I have worked with Denise since the 1990s when she was
chair of the Waitākere community board. She was on the
committee of WRPS from 1997 to 2001, and then from 2005
to 2010. Her commitment to and proactive involvement in
our work was always much appreciated. We knew we could
rely on Denise for support, friendship and commitment.
Local Board chair and Denise’s colleague Greg Presland
wrote “She was always energetic and passionate in
everything that she did. She had a strong moral compass and
a clear set of principles that she worked under. She also
enjoyed the human contact side of the role. She knew a huge
number of people in the local area and nothing was more
enjoyable for her than meeting and talking with people. She
had a real compassion for people.”
Our condolences go to Jo, Brenda, Mark and all the members
of Denise’s whānau.
John Edgar

Whatipu from Mercer Bay
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Q2. How does kauri dieback spread?
A. Almost exclusively by soil disturbance. The greater
amount of disturbance the greater risk of spread.
Large animals like humans & pigs move kilos of soil
around the forest on feet and equipment (and in pig
guts) and are the primary vectors. Small animals like
birds, rats, possums etc move only miniscule
amounts of soil and are a negligible risk. Dogs are a
moderate risk and should be on leads at all times in
forest areas. The water borne zoospore can swim
downhill in water films in the soil and in
watercourses. The “natural” spread of the disease via
water is estimated at 3m per year.
Q3. Aren’t pigs and possums spreading this disease?
A. There is no evidence that possums and other small
animals spread the disease. Pigs have been confirmed
as a vector, but not anywhere near as significant as
humans. Humans have been shown by monitoring to
be at least 70% of the problem in the Waitākere
Ranges because 70% of the infection is along the
track network. 48% of the infection is within 50m of
a baitline, so again humans are the vector here. 59%
of the infection is within 50m of a watercourse. In
some cases watercourses run down tracks and so do
baitlines, so poorly maintained tracks with water in
them are a serious risk. Pigs cause a large amount of
soil disturbance when rooting for food on the forest
floor, they do this when there is nothing else to eat.
Evidence has shown that when pig numbers in the
Waitākere Ranges were significantly reduced by
intensive hunting (pre 2014, Jack Craw pers comms)
the vegetation began to regenerate and the pigs then
fed on that rather than rooting and this reduced the
soil disturbance impact of pigs by 90-95%. Possums
are small animals that spend most of their lives in
trees and eat vegetation not roots, so they are a
negligible risk for soil disturbance. Effective pest
control can easily eliminate or reduce the risk of
vertebrate pests spreading kauri dieback.
Q4. Do all trees that get kauri dieback die?
A. Yes all trees of all ages die. There is an experimental
treatment using injections into the tree of a chemical
called phosphite which has been shown by research
over the last 5 years to keep trees alive. It is not a
cure and does not remove the infection, immunise the
tree or treat the disease in the soil. You can find out
more and join the treatment programme at
www.kaurirescue.org.nz if you have kauri dieback on
your property.

Q5. What about natural resistance? Won’t kauri recover
like the cabbage tree did?
A. No resistant trees have yet been found but there is a
research programme ongoing at Scion to investigate
this https://www.scionresearch.com/. The disease
that killed cabbage trees was a bacteria spread by an
insect. There is no similarity to kauri dieback. It is
unlikely that kauri will be resistant to this disease
because they comprise such a small gene pool now.
Since logging cleared 99.9% of kauri from their
natural range we now only have 0.1% of the gene
pool for kauri remaining. Kauri live for 800-5000
years, so it is impossible for a species with that
lifecycle to evolve resistance to a pathogen which is
killing them within a few years. Also when existing
trees die, all other species relying upon kauri die
with them. So in the unlikely event of resistant kauri
being found, we would need to replant them
everywhere and wait 200 years or more for a forest
to be created. We simply cannot rely on any of this.
Q6. Can we get a kauri seed bank so we can replant kauri
if we find a cure?
A. Kauri seeds don’t survive long and must germinate
within about 4 months. In the forest kauri seedlings
germinate quickly and then remain small for decades
waiting for a gap in the canopy to appear and then
they all shoot up towards the light. This is why you
find groves of kauri rickers that are all the same age,
they are brothers and sisters. Where Phytophthora
agathidicida is in the soil the seedlings don’t survive
so we may be seeing the last generation of kauri if
we don’t stop the spread of this disease around our
forests. If you replant kauri into infected soil they
will die so we cannot replant infected areas.
Q7. Why do we need to worry about an area or close
tracks if the trees are already dead?
A. Phytophthora agathidicida remains in the soil after
kauri die and can still be moved to other areas to
infect new trees. It may also infect other species so
containing and preventing spread from infected areas
is a priority.
Q8. Does kauri dieback kill other trees?
A. We know that Phytophthora agathidicida can infect
other native plant species such as tānekaha and
rewarewa, which was discovered through a recent
MSc project completed in 2016 (Jessica Ryder
University of Auckland / Auckland Council). No
other research work has been done on the host range
for this disease in 9 years. Evidence from other
similar Phytophthora in Australia (Professor Giles
Hardy) shows that a single host is highly unlikely
and that when levels of the pathogen reach higher
levels in the soil they will start to show symptoms
and kill other species.
Q9. How widespread is kauri dieback in New Zealand?
A. Many other forests are already known to be infected
but the extent of that infection within those forests is
not known because insufficient surveillance and
monitoring has been done. Only forests in the
Auckland Region have been systematically
monitored using air surveillance and ground truthing
in both 2011 and 2016. This is how we know how
much the spread has increased in the Waitākere

Ranges (more than doubled in 5 years from 8% to
19%). Over 22,400 individual trees have been
surveyed in the Waitākeres. See Auckland Council’s
Monitoring Report:
http://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/media/14
014/kauri-dieback-waitakere-ranges-report.pdf
The only forests in the country known to be free of
kauri dieback are the Hunua Ranges, most of the
Coromandel and most offshore islands. Keeping the
infection out of these forests has to be the top
priority.
Q10. What about Glyphosate, 1080 or other toxins, is that
causing kauri dieback?
A. No. The water mould Phytophthora agathidicida is
causing this disease, nothing else. Anything that
compromises tree health and stresses trees such as
climate change, drought, excess water, pests,
driveways and buildings on their roots, soil
compaction and herbicides sprayed on their roots will
make individual trees more susceptible to a
pathogen, but these factors are not the cause of the
disease. They may be contributing to why kauri are
succumbing so quickly to this pathogen, but for each
individual tree it is a complex picture of a
combination of factors. The majority (70%) of
infected trees in the Waitākere Ranges are within
50m of a walking track which clearly indicates that
humans are the main vectors for spreading this
disease.
Q11. Why does it matter if we lose kauri, it’s just one
species?
A. Kauri is a keystone species and an ecosystem
engineer. Kauri create their own soil type called a
podsol in which only certain other species can
survive. At least 17 other plant species depend
entirely on kauri, so if we lose kauri we will lose
them too. The assemblage of plants in NZ kauri
forest is unique, there is nothing else like it on earth.
If kauri become extinct we will lose these forests
forever. Kauri is a taonga to Māori, a scenic treasure
and an historic resource (e.g. waka, yachts, houses,
furniture).
Q12. What about the other forests that don’t have kauri,
won’t they be ok?
A. We don’t know because little research has been done
on the host range for Phytophthora agathidicida so
we don’t know what other species it affects. It is
highly likely that it will affect other species and kill
them, so if we continue to spread it around all our
forests we may find in the future that it threatens the
survival of other species and other forests all over the
country.
Q13. How can we stop the spread?
A. By removing the main vector humans from risk areas
where there are infected and healthy kauri, in other
words keeping people out of kauri forests. This will
remove at least 70% of the problem in the Waitākere
Ranges. At the same time pigs, the other main vector,
need to be eradicated. Fencing off areas of healthy
kauri ecosystem to prevent pigs and humans from
bringing the disease into them is necessary and a
priority. Upgrading the track infrastructure to make
the tracks dry and get them off kauri roots will

minimise the risk of moving soil around and
spreading the disease. Boardwalks and engineered
tracks that are convex and allow water to run off
them instead of pooling and creating a mud slurry is
what is required urgently. Tracks should be rerouted
away from kauri if possible.
Q14. How effective is the sterigene spray and is it the
right thing to use?
A. We don’t know because the research to investigate
what kills Phytophthora agathidicida has not been
completed, despite being a priority for almost 10
years. However we do know that the oospores can
survive in just a pinhead of soil, so if you don’t clean
your boots and equipment (bikes, walking sticks etc)
first to completely remove all soil particles then
spraying on top of soil will not kill the disease.
Proper cleaning is far more effective than spraying.
A quick spray without cleaning achieves nothing.
You should scrub and clean your shoes and
equipment thoroughly under an inside tap (not in the
garden) before and after visiting any forest.
Q15. How effective are the cleaning stations?
A. The basic ones (crate / brush / spray bottle) are not at
all effective because they are difficult to use and the
diseased soil is being brushed onto the track surface
for others to stand in. It is recognised that these need
to be upgraded urgently.

for your group to get a warrant via the website at
http://tekawerau.iwi.nz/contact
Q19. The Council has closed some tracks, can I still use
use the ones that are open?
A. No. The rāhui has closed all the tracks in the forest,
not just the ones the Council has closed. It is very
important to keep humans out of all the tracks
because they will continue to spread the disease and
thereby increase the scale of the problem by
continuing to use them. The Council closures are
sending mixed messages and causing confusion. All
tracks are closed by the rāhui. Please respect the
rāhui and stay out of the Waitākere Ranges and any
other forests which have kauri. It is not safe for
people to walk near kauri on inadequate track
infrastructure. It will just result in the death of more
trees. Thank you for your understanding and support.
Authors (Dec 2017)
Dr Mels Barton, Secretary, The Tree Council
Dr Nick Waipara, Former Principal Biosecurity Advisor,
Auckland Council
Jack Craw, Former Biosecurity Manager, Auckland Council

Q16. How long must we stay out of the forest?
A. Until the required track upgrades have been
completed to make them dry and improved cleaning
stations are put in place. The amount of money
invested in these upgrades will dictate how long that
will take. You can lobby your Councillors and MPs
to provide the money for this work.
Q17. How do we deal with dead kauri trees, can we chop
them up and remove them?
A. No. Dead trees with kauri dieback must remain on
your property and not be chopped up. They will still
be infectious (as will your soil) and cutting them up
will release millions of spores of the pathogen that
can easily be spread to other sites. There are
Standard Operating Practices (SOP) from Auckland
Council & the Kauri Dieback Programme that define
how you should work around kauri. All kauri should
be assumed to be infected and the relevant SOP
followed. You can find SOPs for all sorts of
situations here:
https://www.kauridieback.co.nz/more/documentsand-resources/
Q18. What about predator or weed control work, can
this continue?
A. Yes. Under the rāhui a warrant can be issued to a
group undertaking essential work to look after the
forest. The warrant requires the group to be trained
in both cultural understanding of the rāhui and
compliance
with
the
strict
phyto-sanitary
requirements for working among kauri. Compliance
can then be monitored and audited. If you want to
help look after the forest please join one of the many
groups undertaking this work that have been
warranted to do so by Te Kawerau ā Maki or apply

Gannets at Muriwai
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Newsletter – by post or email?
If you are receiving this newsletter by post but would prefer to
receive it by email (as a .pdf file), please let us know (email us
at wrps@waitakereranges.org.nz). You will have the added
advantage of being able to view the photographs in full and
glorious colour.

Working towards a
pest free Auckland – 2018
I sold my first Operation Possum Blitz Timms trap in
September 2009. Since then over 630 would be trappers have
called by for a trap and have received instruction on how to
set the trap correctly and what bait to use. There is always
time for a chat about the damage the possums have been
doing to our gardens.
Today, with all of us being more aware of the problems
caused by possums, community groups are forming and

neighbours are working together with controlled trapping.
Have a chat with your neighbours and find out if they are
interested in forming a neighbourhood pest control group.
Four times a year neighbours agree to set their traps at the
same time; late summer, autumn, winter and spring just for a
two-week period.
This pulsing has proved very successful at keeping pest
numbers down. A trapper in Green Bay last year caught, 250
possums and 50 rats. He will now stop trapping for a while
and enjoy the bird song which has improved over the years.

Huia Water Treatment Plant
Replacement – Titirangi
Planning is underway to build a new Huia Water Treatment
Plant at Mānuka Road, Waima/Titirangi. The new plant will
replace the adjacent aging water treatment plant that was built
in 1928. Start–finish: 2016–2023

My Operation Possum Blitz partner is Linda, who banks the
Timms Trap cash and produces an annual Balance Sheet for
Biosecurity Auckland Council. Jane at Auckland Council
ensures I have a continuous supply of Timms Traps, so we
have never run out.
Of course informing the public about our existence is very
necessary, so I publish a monthly newsletter in the
Laingholm Roundabout magazine.
For a Timms Traps ($40) phone June on 8178315 or email
op.possumblitz@hotmail.com
June Henderson, Titirangi

The Huia Water Treatment Plant, located at the corner of
Woodlands Park Road and Mānuka Road, is Auckland’s third
largest water treatment plant. It treats water from the Upper &
Lower Huia Dams and Upper & Lower Nihotupu Dams.
The plant is nearing the end of its operational life and needs
to be replaced. A new water treatment plant will ensure our
growing city can be supplied with high quality water from the
west for the next 100 years.
As part of the consent application process, Watercare is
hosting two open days for the public to find out more from
our experts. The local community will be able to provide
constructive feedback on the proposed plants layout, design
and potential mitigation measures for the area.
Come and talk to the experts:
1 & 5 March 2018
4pm – 7pm
Lopdell House, 418 Titirangi Road, Titirangi
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Why like us on Facebook?
Did you know that Facebook has an algorithm to determine
who sees posts? That means that not everyone who likes
our page sees every post. Instead, the algorithm chooses
who and how many people see each post. One of the factors
is interaction, so when our post is liked or shared, the
algorithm gives that post more popularity and then it is seen
by more group members.
So what can you do? Like us on Facebook and like, react,
or share our posts. That helps us get better visibility and
spread the word about key events, issues and ideas for the
Ranges.
You
can
also
let
us
know
on
wrps@waitakereranges.org.nz. if you have something you
think we should post.

Everyone will have an opportunity to make a submission
when the applications for resource consent are lodged and
notified in mid-2018. It is likely that the council will send a
notice of the application to all land owners in the wider
community. Submissions will be heard by independent
commissioners.
A community liaison group has been formed to work with us
as we develop the proposal for the new water treatment plant.
The group is chaired by long-term local and environmentalist
Paul Walbran and includes invited representatives from the
community. The intention is to encourage constructive
community dialogue with a view to optimising design,
minimising adverse effects and delivering good community
outcomes. Discussions cover plant and landscape design,
construction activities, future use of historical buildings,
amenity values ecological surveys and realignment and
enhancement of the existing Clarks Bush walkway. The
groups terms of reference, information and meeting minutes
will all be made available in the information section below.
The group is formed of representatives from:
West Auckland Historical Society, Titirangi Protection
Group, Waitākere Community Liaison Group, Waitākere
Ranges Protection Society, Titirangi Residents and
Ratepayers Association, Auckland Botanical Society,
Waima Restoration Protection Society, Tree Council
Forest and Bird Waitākere branch.

Waitakere Ranges Heritage Area:
Local Parks Design Guide

Oddities in our bush
{{

Have Your Say!
The Waitākere Ranges Heritage Area is a unique and iconic
landscape within Auckland and requires particular care with
regard to the planning, design and construction of local parks.
The heritage area includes the majority of the Waitākere
Ranges as well as parts of the foothills and coastal areas.
The Waitākere Ranges Local Board has funded the Local
Parks Design Guide to ensure that local parks within the
heritage area are developed in a manner sympathetic with this
landscape.
Have your say and provide feedback on the draft Local Parks
Design Guide. Your feedback will help to inform the final
version of the guide. You can submit your feedback online
until 30 March 2018, 4pm.
https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz:443/have-your-say/
Click on ‘Topics you can have your say on’

Other design guides relevant to the
Waitakere Ranges
“Waitākere Ranges Foothills Design Guide: The essential
design guide for anybody subdividing or building in the
Waitākere Ranges Heritage Area” (Auckland Council)
“No house should ever be on a hill or on anything. It should
be of the hill, belonging to it. Hill and house should live
together, each the happier for the other”. Frank Lloyd Wright
www.waitakereranges.org.nz/pdf/foothillsdesign.pdf
“Waitākere Ranges urban design guidelines: A guide to
the principles and practices of road corridor design and
management in the Waitākere Ranges Heritage Area
(WRHA)” (Auckland Transport)
The Waitākere Ranges is an area of national, regional and
local significance. Auckland Transport (AT) recognises this
and has produced a guide to the principles and practices of
road corridor design and management in the Waitākere
Ranges Heritage Area (WRHA).
The guide establishes a set of principles that acknowledges
the specific character of the area, assists in meeting the
requirements of the Waitākere Ranges Heritage Area Act
(2008), and still delivers routes and connections that are safe
and convenient for all road users.
https://at.govt.nz/about-us/have-your-say/waitakere-rangesurban-design-guidelines/
“Sustainable Design Guidelines – Living in the Bush”
(Adapted from the Waitākere City Council’s Sustainable
Homes Guidelines)
Living in the bush has many benefits and also some
constraints. Imposing a typically “urban” lifestyle on a bush
environment is not appropriate and thought needs to go into
ensuring that house and site design is sympathetic to the
special
character
of
the
Waitākere
Ranges.
www.waitakere.govt.nz/abtcit/ne/pdf/infopksustainablehome.pdf

Basket fungus (Ileodictyon cibarium)
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This fungus, a member of the stinkhorn family, starts out in
the shape of an egg, enclosing a spore-bearing stem. As it
matures, the fruiting body – the stem - breaks out of the egg
and unfolds into this wonderful basket shape. In true
stinkhorn fashion, it can be foul-smelling and is covered with
a layer of slime. Flies are attracted to it and unwittingly aid in
the dispersal of the spores.
Wind can also assist with
dispersal by blowing the basket, which becomes free as the
stem withers, across the ground. You may even find one in
your garden if you are lucky.

Dawsonia superba moss
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This superb moss has no common name, but its scientific
name is easy to remember*. At up to 60cm tall it is the tallest
self-supporting moss in the world. It has stiff, prickly leaves,
and it doesn’t fit our common perception of a moss. Instead
it resembles a pine seedling and this impression is enhanced
by its habit of growing in its own miniature forest. Unless
you live in a damp, mature, shaded forest you are unlikely to
find it in your back garden.
*Dawsonia – named in honour of Dawson Turner (1775-1858)
English banker, botanist, antiquary; ‘superba’ speaks for itself.

WRPS Merchandise
We have a range of quality merchandise ranging from high
quality reference books to t-shirts, tea towels, uniquely
hand-crafted mugs & bowls, and a Don Binney poster print.
For more details of the Society’s merchandise please refer to
the WRPS online shop at: www.waitakereranges.org.nz.

Tea towels
“Waitākere Ranges: Nature, History, Culture”
The story of the Waitākere Ranges is written by many authors
who tell us from various points of view what it is about the
Ranges that they love and value. Ed. Bruce & Trixie Harvey
Catalogue Number #1

Special for WRPS members: $85 (includes p&p)
For non-WRPS members: $95 (includes p&p)
“Saving the Ranges: The first 40 years of the Waitākere Ranges
Protection Society”
The book tells of the many people who have contributed to the
conservation and protection of the Ranges and makes it clear
that the work of the Society would not have flourished without
the hundreds of members who have given their support.
Ed. Bruce & Trixie Harvey
Catalogue Number #2
$40 (includes p&p)
Place Names of the Ranges
Māori Proverb
Catalogue #13
Catalogue #12
Made from unbleached 100% Indian cotton, designed in West
Auckland by Julia Moore and screen printed by Karousel. The
quotation is a traditional proverb from Te Kawerau ā Maki and we
are grateful to Te Warena Taua for permission to use it. [Note that
the black frame in the above image is for display purposes.]
$17 each + p&p
P&P costs vary according to number of tea towels ordered.
1 tea towel
$3.00
2 tea towels
$4.00
3-6 tea towels
$5.50
7-10 tea towels $6.50

T-shirts

Mugs & Bowls

Hand painted by Lynda Harris
Kiwi, Takahe, Pukeko, Oyster catcher, Kereru, Kakariki, Tui
All mugs are priced at $35 each + p&p
(P&P varies according to numbers and is available on request)

‘Kawaupaku, Te Henga – Little Shag’
Don Binney
Poster sized print
$20 + p&p

All T-shirts are 100% cotton,
except the grey marle which is 85% cotton/15% polyester.
Styles: Women: Marle
Men: Staple
Sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colours:
Black t-shirts & army green have single colour (white) logo.
White t-shirts & grey marle t-shirts have full colour logo.
$35 each + p&p (P&P varies according to numbers and is
available on request)

-----------------------------------------------------Order / Payment
Online: Email your order information, including Catalogue # or
name, to treasurer@waitakereranges.org.nz, and make your
payment online to:
[for books]: Kiwibank Acc No. 38-9010-0379887-02
[for other items]: Kiwibank Acc No. 38-9010-0379887-01
By cheque: Post your order details, including Catalogue # or
name, & cheque to:
The Waitākere Ranges Protection Society
PO Box 15668, New Lynn , Auckland 0640

President:

John Edgar

president@waitakereranges.org.nz
Phone: 812 8555

Vice-President:

Anna Fomison
Phone: 838 9665

amfomison@gmail.com
Phone: 838 9665

Secretary:

Joanna Silver

joanna.silver@stitchbirdadvisory.com

Treasurer:

Sandra Jones

treasurer@waitakereranges.org.nz
Phone: 817 2788

Newsletter Editor:

Orhan Er

orhaner8@gmail.com

Committee Members:

Mike Sweeney
Jean Berry
Janet Thomson

mikesweeney41@gmail.com
jean.jigby@gmail.com
janet@planetjanet.co.nz

The committee meets once a month between February and November, on the second Wednesday of the month

The Waitakere Ranges Protection
Society
PO Box 15668, New Lynn
Auckland 0640

